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Abstract Phylogenetic reconstruction of ribosomal his-

tory suggests that the ribonucleoprotein complex originated

in structures supporting RNA decoding and ribosomal

mechanics. A recent study of accretion of ancestral ex-

pansion segments of rRNA, however, contends that the

large subunit of the ribosome originated in its peptidyl

transferase center (PTC). Here I re-analyze the rRNA in-

sertion data that supports this claim. Analysis of a crucial

three-way junction connecting the long-helical coaxial

branch that supports the PTC to the L1 stalk and its

translocation functions reveals an incorrect branch-to-trunk

insertion assignment that is in conflict with the PTC-cen-

tered accretion model. Instead, the insertion supports the

ancestral origin of translocation. Similarly, an insertion

linking a terminal coaxial trunk that holds the L7–12 stalk

and its GTPase center to a seven-way junction of the

molecule again questions the early origin of the PTC.

Unwarranted assumptions, dismissals of conflicting data,

structural insertion ambiguities, and lack of phylogenetic

information compromise the construction of an unequi-

vocal insertion-based model of macromolecular accretion.

Results prompt integration of phylogenetic and structure-

based models to address RNA junction growth and evo-

lutionary constraints acting on ribosomal structure.

The structure of complex macromolecules must originate

from simpler primordial substructures that gradually

‘transform’ into modern counterparts (Eck and Dayhoff

1966; Zuckerkandl 1975). However, establishing evolu-

tionary origins is in itself a daring proposition. It demands

the use of an ideographic (historical, retrodictive) con-

ceptual framework that is typical of phylogenetic analysis.

This framework generally involves: (i) identification of

useful phylogenetic features (e.g., structural ‘characters’

with historical information), (ii) ‘transformation’ models

describing character change, (iii) establishing direction-

ality of transformations (time’s arrow) with suitable cri-

teria (e.g., ontogenetic, paleontological, and stratigraphic)

or using auxiliary assumptions (e.g., outgroups), and (iv)

building rooted trees or networks that optimally portray

data-driven retrodictions. Finding realistic evolutionary

models is challenging (Kim et al. 2014). Transformations

and rooting criteria must comply with background

knowledge (e.g., known processes of structural change).

Generating trees or networks from data and evolutionary

models is computationally demanding. In contrast, the

search for truth in the molecular sciences is for the most

part nomothetic, seeking universal statements with general

predictive utility. These explorations are both philo-

sophically and operationally less complex. Since they are

grounded on entities that are extant, they are more easily

understood than phylogenetic retrodictions. Unfortunately

and as I will describe below, the application of nomoth-

etic thinking to problems in molecular evolution can be

deceiving.

The ribosome is the most central ribonucleoprotein

complex of the cell. Early research used phylogenetic

methods widely used in morphometric analysis and con-

siderations in statistical mechanics to study the origin and

evolution of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) (Caetano-Anollés
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2002). The study revealed that structural elements involved

in ribosomal mechanics were primordial. Subsequent

studies generated detailed phylogenetic models of macro-

molecular accretion, confirmed that ribosomal structures

supporting processive readings of RNA originated earlier

than the peptidyl transferase center (PTC) responsible for

protein synthesis, and revealed tight coevolution between

rRNA and associated proteins of the universally conserved

ribosomal core (Caetano-Anollés et al. 2008; Sun and

Caetano-Anollés 2009; Harish and Caetano-Anollés 2012).

In contrast, a series of nomothetic studies simulated the

evolution of the large subunit rRNA by dissecting helical-

stack interactions in A-minor motifs and building up rRNA

structures in concentric shells (e.g., Bokov and Steinberg

2009; Hsiao et al. 2009). Without using phylogenetic

analysis and inspired by the ancient ‘RNA world’ hy-

pothesis, studies assumed that the ribosome originated in

the PTC and that extant molecular interactions and putative

accretion shells were sufficient to portray evolutionary

change. The origin of the ribosome was therefore estab-

lished a priori and its validity left untested.

Petrov et al. (2014) recently extended the models of

accretion of the large subunit structural core. They com-

pared atomic structures of bacterial and eukaryotic ribo-

somes and found that new eukaryote-specific rRNA

segments inserted into old common core regions without

significantly perturbing local conformations. Assuming

that the ancient core evolved via similar insertion and

expansion processes, 64 putative insertions of ‘branch’

helices onto preexisting ‘trunk’ helices were identified

that involved 59 ancestral expansion segments (AES).

Trunk-branch directionality was claimed to reside in ‘in-

sertion fingerprints’ defined by: (i) minimal distortion of

trunk segments at branch sites, (ii) bases paired and

stacked in trunks on either side of the branch point, (iii)

linear trunk axis, (iv) acute deviation of trunk-branch

helical axes, and (v) close apposition of trunk sugar and

phosphate moieties. A succession of branch-to-trunk in-

sertions delimited six phases of stepwise evolutionary

build up of the ribosome that started in the PTC. How-

ever, this ‘backward’ extrapolation did not make use of

ideographic thinking; no differential sharing of derived

structural core features were studied in organisms. In-

stead, extrapolations demanded that rRNA ‘‘evolved by

analogous processes throughout its history’’ and that some

premises of temporal ordering of the AES be fulfilled

(forcing inside-to-outside growth, late appearance of

translocation), which appear unwarranted and problemat-

ic. Given questionable assumptions, here I studied each

and every AES insertion and expansion site using the

structural criteria employed by the authors (listed above).

My analysis reveals crucial flaws that compromise the

main conclusions of the study:

1. The identification of putative insertion sites often

appears subjective and trunk-branch directionality am-

biguous. This was particularly severe for distorted AES

and two-way junctions. For example, AES7 (composed

of H94 and H97 helices) is considered trunk and AES30

(H95 and H96 helices) branch. However, both AES

helices showed equal minimum helical distortion at the

putative insertion site, similar base stacking, and equally

curved axes (Fig. S1). Thus AES30, which holds the

functionally important and highly conserved alpha-

sarcin-ricin loop, could represent a terminal point of

origin in the accretion model. Alternatively, the AES7-

30 structure could simply depict the conformation of a

standard ‘family cH’ four-way junction that is common

in varied RNA species, including riboswitches and the

IRES element of the Hepatitis C virus (Laing and

Schlick 2009). In fact, many core insertion sites actually

constitute well-characterized three-way junctions typi-

cal of natural folding structures (Lescoute and Westhof

2006). This questions the likely existence or ancestral

identity of insertions.

2. Trunk-branch directionalities of several insertions

appear erroneous or have been disregarded. These

directionality reversals crucially affect the insertion-

based evolutionary model. The insertion spanning

AES1 (which supports the P-site of the PTC) and

AES39 (harboring coaxial H76 and H79 stems with

translocation functions) forms a typical ‘family A’

three-way junction (Lescoute and Westhof 2006).

However, I found that AES39 was the older trunk

and not AES1 (Fig. 1a). The conflicting AES39

ancestrality crucially falsifies an origin of the ribosome

in the PTC. Remarkably, our structural phylogenomic

analysis of ribosomal evolution [unacknowledged by

Petrov et al. (2014)] supports the origin of large

subunit rRNA in H76 (i.e., AES39) and its ribosomal

replicative/mechanic functions (Harish and Caetano-

Anollés 2012). Similarly, analysis of the AES22-23

insertion that is part of a seven-way junction that

supports the central protuberance and L7/12 stalk

revealed a directionality reversal that makes the H41

and H45 coaxial stacks (AES23) older than H40 and

the rest of the multi-loop structure (Fig. 1b). Again, the

phylogenomic model shows that H41, which forms the

base of the GTPase center, is the second oldest

structure of the large subunit (Harish and Caetano-

Anollés 2012). Together with AES1-39 and other

insertions that are not discussed, AES22-23 also

falsifies an origin of the ribosome in the PTC.

3. The six-phase evolutionary model cannot be recovered

unambiguously from ancestral insertion data. Dissect-

ing pathways of accretion becomes increasingly com-

plicated as trunk-branch relationships unfold from the
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PTC toward the increasingly branched molecule. Any

attempt to fit insertion data into putative accretion

shells (Hsiao et al. 2009) and A-minor interaction

networks (Bokov and Steinberg 2009) centered on the

PTC simply fail to test the a priori hypothesis of PTC-

centered ribosomal origins. Malafide insertions and

directionality reversals generate uncertainty and new

origin scenarios.

In summary, unwarranted assumptions, dismissals of

conflicting data, structural insertion ambiguities, and lack

of phylogenetic information compromise the validity of the

new nomothetic insertion-based model. Putative insertions,

however, reveal puzzling matches to previous phylogenetic

statements of origin, suggesting they may indeed hold

ancient signatures of molecular accretion. My analysis

highlights the limitations of structure-based inferences.

However, they beg important questions. Do RNA junctions

grow by insertions? Are they the natural outcome of

folding? What is the role of structural stability and opti-

mization in ribosomal evolution?
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Fig. 1 The trunk-branch

directionality of putative

ancestral insertions of

expansion segments suggests an

origin of the large rRNA

molecule in ribosomal

mechanics and not the PTC.

a AES39 (red) supports

translocation functions of the L1

stalk and AES1-5 (yellow)

supports protein biosynthesis.

Structural criteria and modeling

by energy minimization

indicates that the H75 branch of

AES1 likely inserted into the

H76-H79 trunk of AES39 that

was originally stabilized by

coaxial stacking. b Similarly,

the preexistent AES 23 trunk

(red) supports the L7-12 stalk

and its GTPase center and the

AES22 (blue) branch connects

to the rest of the seven-way

junction and to the bulk of the

rRNA molecule, including the

PTC (see detail with secondary

structure model). Atomic

features of insertions can be

seen in Fig. S2. The red-yellow-

blue colorings reflect a

phylogenetically derived

timeline, with red being old

(Harish and Caetano-Anollés

2012) (Color figure online)
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